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Memorable 
guest 
experience

WITH EVER MORE 
DEMANDING GUESTS, 
hotels and restaurants are 
constantly searching for the 
competitive advantage that 
will differentiate their services. 
For major international chains, 
that often means a consistent 
style whatever the country, 
while boutique hotels, small 
chains, restaurants or bars 
may rely on individuality.

Need to create a memorable 
guest experience? From hotel 
lobbies and luxury bedrooms 
to restaurants and bars, 
flooring can provide a touch of 
world-class design, comfort 
and cleanliness. Instantly 
convey a brand identity 
through a large selection of 
colors and designs across a 
range of materials including 
vinyl, wood, laminate and 
carpet. Protect and serve 
your guests with sustainable 
flooring solutions that 
respect the environment and 
contribute to their well-being.

LVT, iD Inspiration Click
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INDOOR AIR QUALITY

• No harmful components
• The lowest VOC emissions
• No toxic pollutants

DESIGN CONCEPT

CONTEXT: Flooring plays an important role during the 
hospitality experience. It sends many messages about 
a hotel to visitors, projecting a brand image based on 
the material it’s made from, its colour, safety, cleanliness 
and overall appearance. Flooring also helps create 
pathway guidance in hotels, directing guests to strategic 
locations (receptions).
SOLUTION: Tarkett’s wide range of materials and 
colours do easily communicate a brand identity and 
extend a brand concept:

• A large choice of materials, design, patterns and 
colours for coordination and customization

• Products that fit with customers’ expectations 
about in-store experience

• Design trends to guide in the flooring choice to send 
clear messages about the brand positioning

Main 
requirements HYGIENE, EASY CLEANING & LOW-COST 

MAINTENANCE

CONTEXT: 80% of dirt comes from outside and 90% 
of micro-organisms are found in visible dirt*. For good 
hygiene, it’s important to easily clean dirt and floor soiling. 
Not only that, but flooring maintenance represents 50-
70% of a building’s total maintenance budget. Facility 
managers require a solution that reduces their long-
term costs.
SOLUTION: Tarkett strives to minimize your 
maintenance costs and assist daily cleaning:

• Reduce levels of dirt and moisture carried into the 
building to a minimum, with 3-step entrance mats

• Choose low-maintenance products that require 
no stripping, wax or polish, and assist cleaning in 
sensitive areas with covings

*source: WHO

SLIP RESISTANCE

CONTEXT: Slipping can cause serious injuries. People 
are most exposed to falls in wet areas.
SOLUTION: Tarkett has a range of solutions that reduce 
the risk of slipping:

• Specific flooring for use in food and non-food areas
• Safety flooring that includes many decors and 

colours to match with store concepts

DURABILITY & RESISTANCE

CONTEXT: Hotels and restaurants are high traffic areas 
that have to stand up to rough treatment. They run 7 
days a week, 24 hours a day. Therefore it is important to 
select durable materials that will resist heavy traffic and 
do not require heavy maintenance. 
SOLUTION: Minimize daily attacks and stresses by 
using Tarkett’s highly resistant flooring, especially to 
abrasion and indentation.

ACOUSTIC COMFORT

CONTEXT: Noise levels within a room can be a real 
issue, and need to be controlled for a favourable brand 
image. Flooring is one of many construction materials 
that can reduce the amount of sound in a given space.
SOLUTION: To reduce noise and in accordance with 
building constraints, Tarkett offers a range of flooring 
solutions:

• to limit in-room noise linked to footsteps and 
furniture movements

• that ranges from class A to C (sound absorption 
class)

SUSTAINABILITY COMMITMENT

CONTEXT: Sustainable building design is key to durable 
constructions that have minimal environmental impact, 
without compromising on quality of life. All building 
materials, including flooring, must meet specific norms 
to earn certification from one of the exacting eco-
building systems around the world (LEED (US), BREEAM 
(UK), HQE (France), etc.).
SOLUTION: Tarkett is a leader in environmentally 
responsible manufacturing and sustainable product 
development with our 4 key pillars:

• Use better materials: natural, renewable and recycled 
resources, choose Cradle to Cradle products

• Use fewer resources: limit water, energy consumption 
and waste generation

• Create people-friendly spaces: lowest VOC emissions 
and phthalate-free technology

• Recycle program contributes to environmental 
protection

ACCESSIBILITY

CONTEXT: An international Directive* requires that retail 
and public buildings must be accessible to impaired 
people. Visually impaired people in particular need help 
to avoid accidents and find their way.
SOLUTION: Flooring and accessories help to improve 
accessibility and guidance: 

• Colour contrasts that respect a minimum 30% light 
reflection value (LRV) difference improve visual cues

• Tactile guide strips to indicate adapted routes to 
selected strategic destinations

• Tactile warning tiles alert to caution before lifts and 
stairs

• Logos for signage, through our Floorcraft service, to 
assist orientation

*ISO 21542 standard for building conception

A WELL-DESIGNED ENTRANCE FOR 
LIGHTER MAINTENANCE

A well-designed entrance mat is key to reducing cleaning 
costs and increasing flooring durability.

1 Outside the building to get rid of most of the dirt on  
 rough cleaning mats.

2 At the entrance to dry shoes with absorbing mats.

3 Inside the reception area, textile mats to absorb any  
 remaining moisture from footwear.
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A solution 
for every 
space

A 360° COMPLETE OFFER

Tarkett provides you with 
one of the most complete 
and comprehensive range 
of materials, to make it 
easy to mix and match. As 
a global partner, we help 
you implement your brand 
strategy everywhere.

 JAMIE OLIVER RESTAURANT, UK, 
LVT Floorcraft, iD Inspiration 70
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TARKETT 
RECOMMENDATION

Desso collections
Tarkett tiles 
collections

iD Inspiration 70/55 
& 70/55 Plus

iD Click  
Ultimate

iD Square/iD Inspiration 
Loose-lay 

Gallery 1233, Dynasty 
1233, Universe 1433

Performance Fashion, Tango Vintage,  
Tango Art, Tango, Tango Classic,  

Step, Rumba

Dolce Vita, Pleasure,  
Dream, Boho,  

Toscana, Creative

Product type Textile tiles Textile tiles LVT Rigid LVT LVT Laminate Parquet Rugs

Main advantages

• Endless design options with 
different colours, patterns and 
shapes

• Fast installation and easy (partial) 
replacement

• Installation can be phased to keep 
your business open to guests

• Cost effective: tiles are delivered 
in boxes, reducing transportation 
costs and making them easy to 
store on-site

• Flexibility: individual tiles can be 
replaced quickly and easily in-
house if soiled or damaged 

• Less waste: waste is significantly 
reduced compared to broadloom 
carpet

• Plenty of different colours and 
patterns

• Fast installation and easy 
(partial) replacement

• Installation can be phased to keep 
your business open to guests

• Cost effective: tiles are delivered 
in boxes, reducing transportation 
costs and making them easy to 
store on-site

• Flexibility: individual tiles can be 
replaced quickly and easily 
in-house if soiled or damaged

• Less waste: waste is significantly 
reduced compared to  
broadloom carpet

• Boundless formats  
and colours

• Ideal for high traffic 
areas

• Highly resistant to 
scuffs, scratches 
and stains

• Easy to clean and 
maintain

• High traffic & static  
indentation resistance

• Easy to clean

• Click system, easy to  
install and remove

• Good acoustic  
performance

• Loose-lay vinyl tiles 

• No permanent adhesive 
needed; fast and easy 
installation

• Excellent resistance to 
scuffing, soiling and staining

• Excellent acoustic efficiency

• Superior indentation 
resistance

• Easy installation 
and replacement

• Easy maintenance 

• Suitable for self-
regulating under 
floor heating 
system 

• High resistance to 
wear and scratch 

• 100% real wood

• Exclusive extra wide planks for luxury applications

• Extensive range of accessories – perfect match 
skirtings, moldings and pipe covers in different wood 
species to complete the final touch

• Very stable multi-layer construction

• Proteco lacquer – one of the strongest surface 
protections in wood industry

• Suitable for self-regulating under floor heating 
systems (max 25˚C)

• Easy installation and maintenance 

• Wide range of colours and effects

• Ultra soft touch

• Good underfoot comfort

In luxury hotels, guests 
want a memorable 
experience, so rooms 
need to be exclusive to 
set your hotel apart. 

We recommend using 
noble flooring materials 
such as wood and 
high-quality wool 
carpets to create an 
ambiance of luxury, 
beauty and glamour.

 HOTEL PRI LEŠNIKU, Maribor, Slovenia, 
LVT iD Inspiration 40

Luxury bedrooms
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TARKETT 
RECOMMENDATION

Desso collections Tarkett tiles collections
iD Click  
Ultimate

iD Inspiration 70/55 
& 70/55 Plus

iD Square/iD Inspiration 
Loose-lay

Tapiflex Excellence 80 
& Tapiflex Platinium 

100

Gallery 1233, Dynasty 
1233, Universe 1433,  

Navigator 1233, Pilot 1033

Dolce Vita, Pleasure,  
Dream, Boho,  

Toscana, Creative

Salsa Art Vision, Salsa Art,  
Salsa Premium, Ideo, 
 Salsa, Bolero, Samba

Product type Textile tiles Textile tiles Rigid LVT LVT LVT
Acoustic 

heterogeneous vinyl
Laminate Rugs Parquet

Main advantages

• Endless design options with 
different colours, patterns and 
shapes

• Fast installation and easy (partial) 
replacement

• Installation can be phased to keep 
your business open to guests

• Cost effective: tiles are delivered 
in boxes, reducing transportation 
costs and making them easy to 
store on-site

• Flexibility: individual tiles can be 
replaced quickly and easily  
in-house if soiled or damaged 

• Less waste: waste is significantly 
reduced compared to broadloom 
carpet

• Plenty of different colours and 
patterns

• Fast installation and easy (partial) 
replacement

• Installation can be phased to keep 
your business open to guests

• Cost effective: tiles are delivered 
in boxes, reducing transportation 
costs and making them easy to 
store on-site

• Flexibility: individual tiles can be 
replaced quickly and easily in-
house if soiled or damaged

• Less waste: waste is significantly 
reduced compared to broadloom 
carpet

• High traffic 
& static 
indentation 
resistance

• Easy to clean

• Click system, 
easy to install  
and remove

• Good acoustic 
performance

• Boundless formats and  
colours

• Ideal for high traffic areas

• Highly resistant to scuffs,  
scratches and stains

• Easy to clean and  
maintain

• Loose-lay vinyl tiles

• No permanent adhesive 
needed; fast and easy 
installation

• Excellent resistance to 
scuffing, soiling and 
staining

• Excellent acoustic 
efficiency

• Superior indentation 
resistance

• Impact sound 
reduction

• Comfort under  
the feet

• Very wide range 
of colours and 
designs

• TopClean XPTM 

reinforced surface 
treatment

• Phthalate-free 
technology

• Easy installation and 
replacement

• Easy maintenance 

• Suitable for self-regulating 
under floor heating system 

• High resistance to wear and 
scratch

• Ultra soft touch

• Good underfoot 
comfort

• 100% real wood

• Extensive range of accessories 
- skirtings, moldings and pipe 
covers in different wood species 
to complete the final touch

• Very stable multi-layer 
construction

• Proteco lacquer – one of the 
strongest surface protections in 
wood industry

• Suitable for self-regulating under 
floor heating systems (max 25 ˚C)

• Easy installation and maintenance 

• Wide range of colours and effects

Bedrooms
APARTMENT COMPLEX PORTO MONTENEGRO, Tivat, Montenegro, 

Parquet, Tango

Whether for work or for 
pleasure, travelers are 
looking for a comfortable 
and relaxing experience. 
Bedroom floors must 
look clean to establish 
a calm and cozy 
atmosphere.

The floors should also 
be easy-to-replace with 
minimized downtime 
or impact on guests. 
In terms of design, 
consider floors that can 
be easily harmonized 
with bedheads, walls and 
furniture for an overall 
visual identity.
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TARKETT 
RECOMMENDATION

iD Square/
iD Inspiration 

Loose-lay

iD  
Mixonomi

iD Inspiration 
70/55 

& 70/55 Plus

iD Click  
Ultimate

iD Supernature  
& Tattoo

Acczent Excellence 80 
& Acczent Platinium 100

Ruby 70 
& Topaz 70

Desso collections Tarkett tiles collections
Tactile guide  

strips & Floorcraft

Product type LVT LVT LVT Rigid LVT LVT
Compact  

heterogeneous vinyl

 Compact 
heterogeneous 

vinyl
Textile tiles Textile tiles Accessories

Main advantages

• Loose-lay vinyl tiles 

• No permanent 
adhesive needed; fast 
and easy installation

• Excellent resistance to 
scuffing, soiling and 
staining

• Excellent acoustic 
efficiency

• Superior indentation 
resistance

• Different kinds of 
shape, variety od 
colours

• Unlimited 
combinations

• Customized floor 
design

• Boundless formats 
and colours

• Ideal for high traffic 
areas

• Highly resistant to 
scuffs, scratches 
and stains

• Easy to clean and 
maintain

• High traffic & 
static indentation 
resistance

• Easy to clean

• Click system, 
easy to install and 
remove

• Good acoustic 
performance

• Fine textures of wood  
and stone for custom looks

• Non pattern-repeat effect

• Thousands of design  
possibilities

• Ideal for high traffic areas

• Resistant to scuffs,  
scratches and stains

• Plenty of designs  
and colour options

• Unique wood offer

• Class C in-room 
sonority

• TopClean XPTM  

reinforced surface 
treatment

• Can be welded for sealed 
joints and installed with  
coving to ease cleaning

• Low TVOC  
< 10 μg/m3

• Phthalate-free 
technology

• Good performance 
and value

• Slip-resistant grip

• Ideal for  
heavy-traffic areas

• Cost-effective 
maintenance

• Mix of mineral and 
wood effects  

• Low VOC emissions 
contribute to better 
indoor air quality

• Combine low cost 
with premium feel for 
heavy traffic floors 

• Endless design options with different 
colours, patterns and shapes

• Fast installation and easy (partial) 
replacement

• Installation can be phased to keep 
your business open to guests

• Cost effective: tiles are delivered 
in boxes, reducing transportation 
costs and making them easy to store 
on-site

• Flexibility: individual tiles can be 
replaced quickly and easily in-house 
if soiled or damaged 

• Less waste: waste is significantly 
reduced compared to broadloom 
carpet

• Plenty of different colours and 
patterns

• Fast installation and easy (partial) 
replacement

• Installation can be phased to keep 
your business open to guests

• Cost effective: tiles are delivered 
in boxes, reducing transportation 
costs and making them easy to 
store on-site

• Flexibility: individual tiles can be 
replaced quickly and easily in-
house if soiled or damaged

• Less waste: waste is significantly 
reduced compared to broadloom 
carpet

• Contrasted and 
tactile strips 
provide better 
orientation for 
visually impaired 
people

• Logos and 
signage to ease 
wayfindings

Receptions & lobbies
BUSINESS OFFICE GVC in Office Complex Expo 2000, Sofia, Bulgaria,

Textile, Desso Fuse Create

You only have one 
chance to make a 
first impression. 
Welcoming, stylish and 
spotless — receptions 
and lobbies set the 
tone of what to expect 
during a guest’s stay. 

Flooring helps to reflect 
the spirit of a place, and 
by mixing colours and 
designs, can strengthen 
your brand awareness. 
As the busiest area of a 
hotel, floors here need 
to resist heavy traffic 
and be easy to clean 
and maintain.
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TARKETT 
RECOMMENDATION

Desso collections Tarkett tiles collections
iD Inspiration 

70/55 
& 70/55 Plus

iD Click  
Ultimate

iD Square/
iD Inspiration

 Loose-lay

Tapiflex Excellence 80 
& Tapiflex 

Platinium 100

Acczent Excellence 80
 & Acczent Platinium 100

Veneto xf2TM,
Style Emme xf2TM,

Style Elle xf2TM, 
Trentino xf2TM

Desso 
collections

Cove formers, caps 
& set-in corners

Product type Textile tiles Textile tiles LVT Rigid LVT LVT
Acoustic  

heterogeneous  
vinyl

Compact  
heterogeneous  

vinyl
Linoleum Textile rolls Accessories

Main advantages

• Endless design options with different 
colours, patterns and shapes

• Fast installation and easy (partial) 
replacement

• Installation can be phased to keep 
your business open to guests

• Cost effective: tiles are delivered 
in boxes, reducing transportation 
costs and making them easy to  
store on-site

• Flexibility: individual tiles can be 
replaced quickly and easily in-house 
if soiled or damaged 

• Less waste: waste is significantly 
reduced compared to broadloom 
carpet

• Plenty of different colours and patterns

• Fast installation and easy (partial) 
replacement

• Installation can be phased to keep your 
business open to guests

• Cost effective: tiles are delivered in 
boxes, reducing transportation costs and 
making them easy to store on-site

• Flexibility: individual tiles can be replaced 
quickly and easily in-house if soiled or 
damaged

• Less waste: waste is significantly 
reduced compared to broadloom carpet

• Boundless 
formats  
and colours

• Ideal for high 
traffic areas

• Highly resistant to 
scuffs, scratches  
and stains

• Easy to clean and  
maintain

• High traffic &  
static indentation 
resistance

• Easy to clean

• Click system,  
easy to install  
and remove

• Good acoustic  
performance

• Loose-lay vinyl tiles 

• No permanent 
adhesive needed; 
fast and easy 
installation

• Excellent resistance 
to scuffing, soiling 
and staining

• Excellent acoustic 
efficiency

• Superior indentation 
resistance

• Impact sound 
reduction

• Comfort under the feet

• Very wide range of 
colours and designs

• TopClean XPTM 

reinforced surface 
treatment

• Phthalate-free 
technology

• Plenty of designs and  
colour options

• Unique wood offer

• Class C in-room sonority

• TopClean XPTM reinforced  
surface treatment

• Can be welded for sealed 
joints and installed with  
coving to ease cleaning

• Low TVOC < 10 μg/m3

• Phthalate-free technology

• 2.5 mm thick

• Timeless marbled 
patterns in 60 colours

• Easy maintenance: no 
wax or polish for life

• Natural and sustainable 

• Special possibility Bfl-s1

• Endless 
design 
possibilities

• Customization 
options

• Different types 
of production

• For perfect coving 
and easier cleaning

• For perfect finish 
and superior 
protection of the wall 
covering edge

• For better finishing 
and protection at the 
outer wall angle

Corridors

Silence is golden. And 
floors play a key role 
in reducing unwanted 
noise in hotel corridors. 

Enliven the journey 
from the corridor to 
the bedroom by using 
designs that generate 
a sense of rhythm to 
break up monotony.

 GRAND HOTEL, Noordwijk, Netherlands,
 DESSO Axminster carpet 
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TARKETT 
RECOMMENDATION

iD Mixonomi
iD Inspiration 70/55 

& 70/55 Plus

iD Square/
iD Inspiration

 Loose -lay

iD Click  
Ultimate

iD Supernature  
& Tattoo

Acczent Excellence 80 
& Acczent Platinium 100

iQ (Megalit, 
Optima, Granit,

 Natural, Eminent)

Pilot 1033, Gallery  
1233, Navigator 1233,  

Universe 1433

Desso  
collections

Skirtings,  
caps, corners

Product type LVT LVT LVT Rigid LVT LVT
Compact  

heterogeneous  
vinyl

 
Homogeneous  

vinyl
Laminate Textile tiles Accessories

Main advantages

• Different kinds of 
shape, variety of 
colours

• Unlimited 
combinations

• Customized floor 
design

• Boundless formats 
and colours

• Ideal for high traffic 
areas

• Highly resistant to 
scuffs, scratches and 
stains

• Easy to clean and 
maintain

• Loose-lay  
vinyl tiles 

• No permanent 
adhesive needed; fast 
and easy installation

• Excellent resistance to 
scuffing, soiling and 
staining

• Excellent acoustic 
efficiency

• Superior indentation 
resistance

• High traffic & 
static indentation 
resistance

• Easy to clean

• Click system, 
easy to install and 
remove

• Good acoustic 
performance

• Fine textures of wood  
and stone for custom  
looks

• Non pattern-repeat effect

• Thousands of design  
possibilities

• Ideal for high traffic areas

• Resistant to scuffs,  
scratches and stains

• Plenty of designs 
and colour options

• Unique wood offer

• Class C in-room sonority

• TopClean XPTM  

reinforced surface treatment

• Can be welded for sealed joints 
and installed with coving  
to ease cleaning

• Low TVOC < 10 μg/m3

• Phthalate-free  
technology

• Class C in-room sonority

• iQ chemical-free surface 
restoration 

• Easy coving, exceptional 
welded joint resistance

• Low TVOC < 10 μg/m3

• Phthalate-free 
technology

• Easy installation and 
replacement

• Easy maintenance 

• Suitable for self-
regulating under floor 
heating system 

• High resistance to  
wear and scratch

• Endless design options with 
different colours, patterns and 
shapes

• Fast installation and easy  
(partial) replacement

• Installation can be phased to keep 
your business open to guests

• Cost effective: tiles are delivered 
in boxes, reducing transportation 
costs and making them easy to 
store on-site

• Flexibility: individual tiles can  
be replaced quickly and easily  
in-house if soiled or damaged 

• Less waste: waste is significantly 
reduced compared to broadloom 
carpet 

• Wide range of 
colour-coordinated 
skirtings

• Perfect finish and 
superior protection 
of the wall 
covering edge

• Better finishing 
and protection 
at the outer wall 
angle with set-in 
corner

• Easier to maintain 
as it is welded to 
floor covering

Restaurants & bars

Restaurants and bars 
engage all senses, and 
the choice in floors 
should reflect the type 
of dining ambiance you 
are looking to create. 

Being in busy places, 
these floors need to 
be hard-wearing and 
resist any scratches 
and scuffs from moving 
chairs and tables.

 HOTEL AVALA, Budva, Montenegro, 
LVT iD Inspiration 70
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TARKETT 
RECOMMENDATION

iD Square / iD Inspiration Loose-lay
Acczent Excellence 80 

& Acczent Platinium 100
Omnisports

Multiflex M 
(for fitness areas)

Product type LVT Compact heterogeneous vinyl Vinyl Sport parquet

Main advantages

• Loose-lay vinyl tiles 

• No permanent adhesive needed; fast and easy installation

• Excellent resistance to scuffing, soiling and staining

• Excellent acoustic efficiency

• Superior indentation resistance

• Plenty of designs and colour options

• Unique wood offer

• Class C in-room sonority

• TopClean XPTM reinforced surface treatment

• Can be welded for sealed joints and installed with 
coving to ease cleaning

• Low TVOC < 10 μg/m3

• Phthalate-free technology

• Safety and comfort

• Shock absorption

• Resistance to heavy weights

• Easy to clean

• Indoor air quality

• Multi-sports use

• Good performance  
(A4-compliant, EN 14904)

• Ideal for renovation (38 mm thick)

• Excellent underfoot and acoustic comfort

• Cost-effective maintenance

Fitness & gym clubs

Fitness, gym clubs 
and wellness centers 
provide a healthy outlet 
for people to stay fit 
and feel good about 
themselves. 

Choose the right floor 
for the right activity. 
For example, gym 
floors should absorb 
the impact of free 
weights while aerobics 
classroom floors should 
provide extra comfort 
and shock absorption.

- GALATY GYM, Bucharest, Romania, 
LVT iD Inspiration Loose-lay
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TARKETT 
RECOMMENDATION

Multisafe Aqua Granit Multisafe Aquarelle floor
iD Inspiration Click  

& Click Plus
iD Click Ultimate Aquarelle Wall HFS

Product type
Heterogeneous  

vinyl
Homogeneous  

vinyl
Heterogeneous  

vinyl
LVT Rigid LVT 

Heterogeneous vinyl  
wall covering

Main advantages

• Next generation surface embossing

• Stone and fiber wood designs

• Waterproof all-inclusive wetroom 
concept

• Slip-resistant (Class C)

• Hygienic and easy to maintain

• Waterproof installation, ideal for wet 
commercial applications

• Studded surface for excellent slip 
resistance 

• Warm and vivid tones to coordinate 
with Aquarelle Wall HFS

• Hygienic - ideal for showers, provides 
a high level of protection for bare feet, 
even when the floor is covered with 
soap and water

• Ideal for showers and bathrooms

• Waterproof installation

• Hygienic and easy to clean

• Full wetroom design concept

• Exclusive wood, stone and metal designs

• Fold-down vertical click installation

• Full range of matching accessories

• Resistant to scuffs, scratches and stains

• Easy to clean and maintain

• High traffic & static indentation resistance

• Easy to clean

• Click system, easy to install and remove

• Good acoustic performance

• Waterproof installation, ideal for wet commercial 
applications

• Unique wet room concept: walls, floors, borders 
and accessories 

• Available in warm and vivid tones to coordinate 
with Optima Multisafe, Granit Multisafe, Granit 
Safe.T & Multisafe Aqua

• Fire resistant: B-s2 d0

• Hygienic and easy to clean

Bathrooms

A well-designed 
bathroom floor can 
enhance the guest 
experience by providing 
a comfortable and clean 
surface that is visually 
integrated with the 
overall bedroom. 

In particular, floors 
should provide a grip 
to prevent guests from 
slipping. Installation 
needs to be watertight, 
so consider a full 
solution of integrated 
wetroom products that 
include matching floors, 
wallcoverings and 
accessories.

TARKETT ACADEMY, Bačka Palanka, Serbia,  
Aquarelle wall, Concrete flower grey, Aquarelle floor, Raw Concrete dark grey
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TARKETT 
RECOMMENDATION

Desso tiles collections +  
SoundMaster® backing

Tarkett tiles collections
iD Inspiration 70/55 

& 70/55 Plus

iD Square/
iD Inspiration 

Loose-lay
iD Click Ultimate

Tapiflex Excellence 80 
& Tapiflex Platinium 100

Acczent Excellence 80 
& Acczent Platinium 100

Veneto xf2TM,
Style Emme xf2TM,

Style Elle xf2TM, 
Trentino xf2TM

Product type Textile tiles Textile tiles LVT LVT Rigid LVT 
Acoustic

heterogeneous vinyl
Compact  

heterogeneous vinyl
Linoleum

Main advantages

• Endless design options with different colours, 
patterns and shapes

• Fast installation and easy (partial) replacement

• Installation can be phased to keep your business 
open to guests

• Cost effective: tiles are delivered in boxes, 
reducing transportation costs and making them 
easy to store on-site

• Flexibility: individual tiles can be replaced quickly 
and easily in-house if soiled or damaged 

• Less waste: waste is significantly reduced 
compared to broadloom carpet

• SoundMaster® contributes with additional 
acoustic and comfort performancs

• Plenty of different colours and patterns

• Fast installation and easy (partial) 
replacement

• Installation can be phased to keep your 
business open to guests

• Cost effective: tiles are delivered in boxes, 
reducing transportation costs and making 
them easy to store on-site

• Flexibility: individual tiles can be replaced 
quickly and easily in-house if soiled or 
damaged

• Less waste: waste is significantly reduced 
compared to broadloom carpet

• Boundless formats  
and colours

• Ideal for high traffic  
areas

• Highly resistant to 
scuffs, scratches  
and stains

• Easy to clean and  
maintain

• Loose-lay vinyl tiles 

• No permanent 
adhesive needed; 
fast and easy 
installation

• Excellent resistance 
to scuffing, soiling 
and staining

• Excellent acoustic 
efficiency

• High traffic  
& static  
indentation 
resistance

• Easy to clean

• Click system, 
easy to install  
and remove

• Good acoustic 
performance

• Impact sound reduction

• Comfort under the feet

• Very wide range of colours 
and designs

• TopClean XPTM reinforced  
surface treatment

• Phthalate-free technology

• Plenty of designs and colour options

• Unique wood offer

• Class C in-room sonority

• TopClean XPTM reinforced surface 
treatment

• Can be welded for sealed joints and 
installed with coving to ease cleaning

• Low TVOC < 10 μg/m3

• Phthalate-free technology

• 2.5 mm thick

• Timeless marbled 
patterns in 60 colours

• Easy maintenance: no 
wax or polish for life

• Natural and sustainable  

• Special possibility Bf1-s1

Conference centres & 
meeting rooms

In busy conference 
centers and meeting 
rooms, it is important 
to create environments 
that promote overall 
concentration and well-
being, while providing 
a pleasant out-of-the-
office experience. 

Floors play their part 
by reducing noise 
and contributing to 
improved air quality, 
as well as providing a 
nicely decorated and 
designed environment 
to learn and meet 
others.

RABOBANK, Waalwijk, The Netherlands, 
Desso - Fields, Flow, Fuse 
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TARKETT 
RECOMMENDATION

Granit safe.T Safetred Universal Plus Ruby 70 & Topaz 70 Stella & Spark Primo Safe.T 

Product type Homogeneous anti-slip vinyl Heterogeneous vinyl Heterogeneous vinyl Heterogeneous compact vinyl Homogeneous anti-slip vinyl 

Main advantages

• Durable anti-slip R10

• Watertight solution: sealed joints, impervious 
surface

• Safety clean XPTM surface treatment

• Highly flexible ease coving       

• Classic colours

• Extremely slip-resistant R11 grip

• Reinforced surface for stain resistance

• Easy to clean and maintain

• Good performance and value

• Slip-resistant grip

• Ideal for heavy-traffic areas

• Cost-effective maintenance

• Mix of mineral and wood effects  

• Low VOC emissions contribute to better indoor 
air quality  

• Combine low cost with premium feel for heavy 
traffic floors

• Additional reinforcement Extreme Protection

• Easy cleaning and maintenance

• R10 slip resistance

• Phthalate-free technology

• Slip-resistant R10 grip

• Easy to clean and maintain

• Multi-solution offer, combining design and 
functional options

• Coordinated welding rods for perfect finishing

Kitchens & laundry rooms

Safety and cleanliness 
are mandatory in 
kitchens and laundry 
rooms. 

With food and water 
spills occurring daily, 
these areas need floors 
that are slip-resistant, 
stain-resistant and 
durable. They must 
also withstand 
heavy cleaning and 
maintenance protocols.

SAVOGRAD, Belgrade, Serbia, 
Vinyl, iQ Granit
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TARKETT  RECOMMENDATION iD Click Ultimate Premium (Eclipse & Primo) Stella & Spark

Product type Rigid LVT Homogeneous vinyl Heterogeneous compact vinyl

Main advantages

• High traffic & static indentation resistance

• Easy to clean

• Click system, easy to install and remove

• Good acoustic performance

• High traffic, scratch and static indentation resistance

• Easy to clean

• Excellent life cycle cost

• Additional reinforcement Extreme Protection

• Easy cleaning and maintenance 

• R10 slip resistance

• Phthalate-free technology

Storage

For optimum storage 
conditions, focus 
on durable, easy to 
maintain flooring 
solutions with 
resistance to abrasion 
and static indentation.

HEMOMONT, Podgorica, Montenegro, 
Vinyl Primo Premium
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Technical 
data at a glance

iD Inspiration 70  
& 70 Plus

iD Inspiration 55  
& 55 Plus

iD Inspiration  
Loose-lay iD Click Ultimate iD Mixonomi iD Supernature  

& Tattoo iD Square
iQ (Megalit, Granit, 

Optima, Natural,  
Eminent)

Premium (Primo 
& Eclipse)

LVT LVT LVT Rigid LVT LVT LVT LVT Homogeneous vinyl Homogeneous vinyl 
flooring

Design 
75,000 possible options, 
mix of designs, formats, 

colours, embossings

75,000 possible options, 
mix of designs, formats, 

colours, embossings

22 original,  
inspiring designs 15 designs and colours 33 designs and colours, 

10 different shapes

5 fine textures of wood 
and stone, in 16 natural 

shades for each

50 contemporary patterns 
and decors

Plenty designs 
and colours

66 colours,  
non directional  

design

Acoustic comfort Impact sound reduction  
EN ISO 717/2 2 dB 2 dB 8 dB 19 dB 2 dB 2 dB 15 dB (± 1 dB) - -

Wear layer 
thickness ISO 24340 0.7 mm 0.55 mm 0.55 mm  0.70 mm 0.70 mm 0.70 mm 0.80 mm - -

Durability & 
Resistance

Commercial Class  
EN 685 - ISO10874 34 33 33 34 34 34 34

Indentation ISO 24343-1 (EN 433) 0.05 mm ≤ 0.05 mm ≤ 0.10 mm ≤ 0.05 mm ≤ 0.05 mm ≤ 0.05 mm 0.15 mm 0.02 mm 0.03 mm

Reaction to fire EN 13501-1  Bfl-s1 glued on wood panel 
and concrete

 Bfl-s1 glued on wood panel 
and concrete

Bfl-s1 loose laid on wood 
panel and A2fl-s1 or A1fl 

class substrate
Bfl-s1

Bfl-s1 glued over 
concrete substrate;

Bfl-s1 glued over wood 
substrate 

Bfl-s1 glued over 
concrete substrate;

Bfl-s1 glued over wood 
substrate

 Bfl-s1 loose laid or 
glued over any A2fl or A1fl 

substrate (concrete);
Cfl-s1 loose laid or 

glued over any derivate 
wood substrate

Bfl-s1 Bfl-s1

Easy and low cost 
maintenance

Surface treatment TopClean XPTM PUR Ultimate TopClean XPTM iQ PUR PUR Reinforced

No wax, no polish for life + + + + +

Slip resistance DIN51130 R9/R10  
(depending on embossing) 

R9/R10  
(depending on embossing) R9 R9 R10 R9 R9 R9 R9

Indoor air quality & 
Environment

ISO 16000 TVOC ≤ 1000 µg/m3 < 10 µg/m3 ≤ 10 µg/m3 < 100 µg/m3 ≤ 100 µg/m3 ≤ 10 µg/m3 ≤ 10 µg/m3 < 10 µg/m3 < 10 μg/m3 < 10 µg/m3

Phthalate-free technology + + + + +

% recyclable 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

% recycled content 38% 32% - - 32% 32% 3% 26% 26%

Installation system Glue down planks & tiles Glue down planks & tiles Loose-lay Click system Glue down different 
shapes

Glue down different 
shapes Loose-lay Glue down rolls Glue down rolls & tiles
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Technical 
data at a glance

Acczent  
Excellence 80

Acczent  
Platinium 100

Tapiflex  
Excellence 80

Tapiflex  
Platinium 100 Spark Stella Ruby 70 

& Topaz 70
Veneto xf2TM (2.5 mm); 

Trentino xf2TM
Style Emme xf2TM 
& Style Elle xf2TM

Heterogeneous 
Compact vinyl

Heterogeneous 
compact vinyl

Heterogeneous 
acoustic vinyl

Heterogeneous 
acoustic vinyl Heterogeneous  vinyl Heterogeneous  vinyl Heterogeneous compact 

vinyl Linoleum Linoleum

Design 127 colours 72 colours
More than 100  

colours with uni,  
wood & phosphorescents 

Available in 71  
designs & colours 3 designs 1 design in 10 colours 66 designs & colours Available in 60  

designs & colours
Stylish linear design

 in 8 colours

Acoustic comfort Impact sound reduction  
EN ISO 717/2 3 dB 9 dB 19 dB 17 dB  -  - Ruby 5 dB; Topaz 13 dB 6 dB

Wear layer 
thickness  ISO 24340 0.80 mm 1.02 mm 0.80 mm 1.02 mm 0.70 mm  -

 

Durability & 
Resistance

Commercial Class  
EN 685 - ISO10874 34 34 34 34 34 34

Indentation ISO 24343-1 (EN 433) 0.03 mm 0.04 mm 0.10 mm 0.09 mm ≤ 0.1 mm ≤ 0.1 mm 0.02 mm 0.08 mm

Reaction to fire EN 13501-1 Bfl-s1 glued on derivate 
wood panel

Bfl-s1 glued over
any A2fl or A1fl 

substrate (concrete);
Bfl-s1 glued over any 

derivate wood substrate

Bfl-s1 glued over any 
A2fl or A1fl 

substrate (concrete);
Cfl-s1 glued over any

derivate wood substrate

Bfl-s1 glued over 
any A2fl or A1fl

substrate (concrete); 
Cfl-s1 glued over 

any derivate wood 
substrate

Bfl-s1 Bfl-s1
Bfl-s1 glued on derivate 
wood panel (Ruby 70);

Clf-s1 (Topaz 70)
Cfl-s1

Easy and low cost 
maintenance

Surface treatment TopClean XPTM TopClean XPTM TopClean XPTM TopClean XPTM Extreme Protection Extreme Protection TopClean XPTM XF2TM

No wax, no polish for life + + + + + +

Slip resistance DIN51130 R9/R10 R9 R9/R10 R9 R10 R9

Indoor air quality & 
Environment

ISO 16000 TVOC ≤ 1000 µg/m3 ≤ 10 µg/m3 ≤ 10 µg/m3 ≤ 10 µg/m3 ≤ 10 µg/m3  -  - ≤ 100 µg/m3 ≤ 100 µg/m3

Phthalate-free technology + + + + + +

% recyclable 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

% recycled content 33% 29% 21% 21%  -  - 31% 36% 30%

Installation system Glue down rolls Glue down rolls Glue down rolls or tiles Glue down rolls Glue down rolls Glue down rolls

*Long Modern Oak, Oak Tree, Scandinavian Oak
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Technical 
data at a glance

Omnisports
 Reference Multi-use Multisafe Aqua Granit Multisafe Granit Safe.T Safetred 

universal Plus Primo Safe.T Aquarelle Floor Aquarelle Wall HFS

Indoor Sports Heterogeneous 
vinyl

Homogeneous  
vinyl

Slip resistant 
homogeneous vinyl 

flooring

Heterogeneous 
safety floorings

Slip resistant 
homogeneous 
vinyl flooring

Heterogeneous 
vinyl floor covering

Heterogeneous vinyl wall 
covering

Design Available in 24 
designs & colours

Available in 12  
designs & colours

Available in 16  
designs & colours

Available in 16  
designs & colours

Available in 9  
designs & colours

Available in 15  
designs & colours

Available in 32  
designs & colours

Available in 32  
designs & colours

Acoustic comfort Impact sound reduction  
EN ISO 717/2 65 dB 2 dB - - 4 dB - - -

Wear layer 
thickness  ISO 24340 - 0.55 mm - - - - 0.35 mm 0.12 mm

Durability & 
Resistance

Commercial Class  
EN 685 - ISO10874 - 33 31 34 34 34 31 -

Indentation ISO 24343-1 (EN 433) ≤ 0.10 mm ≤ 0.10 mm 0.02 mm 0.02 mm 0.10 mm 0.03 mm 0.10 mm -

Reaction to fire EN 13501-1 Cfl-s1

 Bfl-s1 glued over any A2fl or 
A1fl substrate (on cement); 

Cfl-s1 glued over any 
derivative wood substrate

Bfl-s1 Bfl-s1 Bfl-s1 on cement Bfl-s1 Bfl-s1 glued on any derivate 
wood panel

B-s2 d0 on non metal A1 or 
A2-s1, d0 class substrate

Easy and low cost 
maintenance

Surface treatment TopClean XPTM TopClean XPTM - Safety Clean XP Safety Clean XP Safety Clean XP TopClean XPTM TopClean XPTM

No wax, no polish for life + + + + + + + +

Slip resistance DIN51130 - - R10 R10 R11 R10 R10 -

Indoor air quality & 
Environment

ISO 16000 TVOC ≤ 1000 µg/m3 ≤ 10 µg/m3 < 100 µg/m3 ≤ 10 µg/m3 ≤ 10 µg/m3 < 100 µg/m3 ≤ 10 µg/m3 < 10 μg/m3 ≤ 10 µg/m3

Phthalate-free technology + + + + + + + +

% recyclable 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

% recycled content 14% - - - 34% 26% - -

Installation system Glue down Glue down Glue down Glue down Glue down Glue down Glue down rolls Glue down
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Technical 
data at a glance

LAMINATE

NAVIGATOR 1233 PILOT 1033 UNIVERSE 1433 GALLERY 1233 DYNASTY 1233

Dimensions (mm) EN 13329 1292*194*12 1292*159*10 1292*194*14 1292*116*12 1292*159*12

Supporting foundation (HDF) EN 316 (density 875 kg/m3; +/- 20 kg/m3) (density 875 kg/m3; +/- 20 kg/m3) (density 875 kg/m3; +/- 20 kg/m3) (density 875 kg/m3; +/- 20 kg/m3) (density 875 kg/m³; +/- 20 kg/m³)

Locking system ТC-lock TC-lock (2G) TC-lock (2G) TC-lock (2G) TC-lock (2G) TC-lock (2G)

Protection of edges According  
TC 5536-001-59066253-2014 Tech-3S AquaStop Tech-3S AquaStop Tech-3S AquaStop Tech-3S AquaStop Tech-3S AquaStop

Forecasted service life not less than 25 years not less than 25 years not less than 25 years not less than 25 years not less than 25 years

Class of usage EN 13329 33 33 33 33 33

Resistance to abrasion EN 13329 application E АС5 АС5 АС5 AC5 AC5

Impact resistance EN 13329 IC3 IC3 IC3 IC3 IC3

Resistance to cigarettes EN 438-2 ≥ 4 ≥ 4 ≥ 4 ≥ 4 ≥ 4

Thickness EN 13329 12 mm; +/- 0.5 mm 10 mm; +/- 0.5 mm 14 mm; +/- 0.5 mm 12 mm; +/- 0.5 mm 12 mm; +/- 0.5 mm

Length EN 13329 1292 mm; +/- 0.5 mm 1292 mm; +/- 0.5 mm 1292 mm; +/- 0.5 mm 1292 mm; +/- 0.5 mm 1292 mm; +/- 0.5 mm

Width EN 13329 194 mm; +/- 0.1 mm 159 mm; +/- 0.1 mm 194 mm; +/- 0.1 mm 116 mm; +/- 0.1 mm 159 mm; +/- 0.1 mm

Straightness of edges of upper layer EN 13329 ≤ 0.3 mm/m ≤ 0.3 mm/m ≤ 0.3 mm/m ≤ 0.3 mm/m ≤ 0.3 mm/m

Clear gaps between panels EN 13329 average ≤ 0.15 mm; maximal ≤ 0.20 mm average ≤ 0.15 mm; maximal ≤ 0.20 mm average ≤ 0.15 mm; maximal ≤ 0.20 mm average ≤ 0.15 mm; maximal ≤ 0.20 mm average ≤ 0.15 mm; maximal ≤ 0.20 mm

Difference in height between panels EN 13329 average ≤ 0.10 mm; maximal ≤ 0.15 mm average ≤ 0.10 mm; maximal ≤ 0.15 mm average ≤ 0.10 mm; maximal ≤ 0.15 mm average ≤ 0.10 mm; maximal ≤ 0.15 mm average ≤ 0.10 mm; maximal ≤ 0.15 mm

Fire safety C-RU.ПБ.25.В.04266 KM5 KM5 KM5 KM5 KM5

Class-formaldehyde EN 717-1 Е1 Е1 Е1 E1 E1

Thermal resistance (m²K)/W EN12667:2001 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11

LOGISTICS

boards in pack 5 boards 6 boards 5 boards 5 boards 5 boards

m2 in pack 1.253 m2 1.232 m2 1.253 m2 0.749 m2 1.027 m²

packs in pallet/m2 in pallet 56 packs/70.168 m2 75 packs/92.400 m2 48 packs/60.144 m2 84 packs/62.916 m2 70 packs/71.89 m²
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Technical 
data at a glance

Multiflex M

Sport parquet

Wood species Beech, OAK, Maple

Format Type Plank

Length 2281 mm

Width 194 mm

Surface treatment Proteco Lacquer

Locking system 2-lock

Reaction to fire Dfl-s1

Underfloor heating Suitable (maximum 27oC)

FIBA Certificate Yes

Shock absorption A4 (≥ 55% < 75%)

Items per box 6

Surface per box 2.660 m²

RUGS

TECHNICAL  
CHARACTERISTICS Dolce Vita Creative Pleasure Toscana Boho Dream

Pile fibre 100% PES 100% PES
40% PES  
60% PP

100% PP
80% PP  

20% PES
100% PES

Effective pile thickness 25 mm 11 mm 50 mm 17 mm 11 mm 50 mm

Total weight 2705 g/m2 2750 g/m2 3155 g/m2 3200 g/m2 3210 g/m2 3650 g/m2

PARQUET

Performance 
Fashion

Tango  
Vintage Tango Art Tango Tango  

Classic Step Rumba Ideo Salsa  
Art Vision Salsa Art Salsa  

Premium Salsa Bolero Samba

Dimensions EN 13329 2215*164*14 2215*164*14   2215*164*14 2215*164*14 1200*164*14

1000*140*14 
1000*164*14 
1200*140*14 
1200*164*14

1200*120*14 2283*194*14 2283*194*14 2283*194*14 2283*194*14 2283*194*14 1123*194*14 1123*194*14

Locking system T-lock T-lock T-lock T-lock T-lock T-lock T-lock T-lock T-lock T-lock T-lock T-lock T-lock T-lock

Thickness EN 13329 14 mm 14 mm 14 mm 14 mm 14 mm 14 mm 14 mm 14 mm 14 mm 14 mm 14 mm 14 mm 14 mm 14 mm

Length EN 13329 2215 mm 2215 mm 2215 mm 2215 mm 1200 mm 1000 / 1200 mm 1200 mm 2283 mm 2283 mm 2283 mm 2283 mm 2283 mm 1123 mm 1123 mm

Width EN 13329 164 mm 164 mm 164 mm 164 mm 164 mm 140 / 164 mm 120 mm 194 mm 194 mm 194 mm 194 mm 194 mm 194 mm 194 mm

LOGISTICS 

boards in pack 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

m2 in pack 2.18 2.18 2.18 2.18 1.182 0.840 / 0.984 / 
1.008 / 1.182 0.864 2.658 2.658 2.658 2.658 2.658 1.307 1.307

m2 in pallet 130.8 130.8 130.8 130.8 70.92

70.92 (164 x 1200) 
70.56 (140 x 1200) 
59.04 (164 x 1000) 
50.40 (140 x 1000)

68.8 132.9 132.9 132.9 132.9 132.9 47.05 65.35

*For more information on Textile Tarkett and Desso collections, visit our website or Tarkett SEE selling points.
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Our 
references 

 PASTRY SHOP DON JUAN, Belgrade, Serbia, Laminate, Lamin’Art 832 Antique Paint BAR & RESTAURANT HEMINGWAY, Budva, Montenegro, Parquet, Tango Art Johannesburg
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HOTEL AVALA, Budva, Montenegro, LVT iD Inspiration 70

VIP CASA ZLATIBOR, Serbia, Parquet, Step Oak Baron, Tango Oak Java - BUSINESS SUITE ATERA, Belgrade, Serbia, Parquet, Tango Vintage
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BEACH RESTAURANT MOIO BEACH, Cadzand, Netherlands, LVT iD Mixonomi

 DROP CAFFE, Belgrade, Serbia, LVT iD Inspiration 70, Zinc

 GRAND HOTEL, Sofia, Bulgaria, LVT iD Inspiration 55
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CAFFE BURRITO MADRE, Belgrade, Serbia, LVT iD Inspiration RESTAURANT MALA FABRIKA UKUSA, Belgrade, Serbia, Laminate, Vintage
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 RESTAURANT LAVINIA, Madrid, Spain, LVT iD Inspiration, Loose-layCREPERIE PANUŠA, Novi Sad, Serbia, LVT iD Inspiration Click & Click Plus, Oxide Black Steel, Oxide Steel
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HOTEL VRDNIČKA KULA, Vrdnik, Serbia, LVT iD Inspiration 70

LUX DIVINA HOTEL, Brasov, Romania, 
LVT iD Inspiration, Aquarelle wall HFS, Safetred, Granit Multisafe, Textile, Orion NewINTERCITY HOTEL, Enschede, Netherlands, LVT iD Inspiration 70

EMROVIĆ RAJ, Novi Pazar, Serbia, Parquet, Step Oak Baron



SERBIA: Tarkett SEE, Industrijska zona 8, 21400 Bačka Palanka, Phone: +381 21 7557 649, 
Fax: +381 21 750 133, www.tarkett.rs ROMANIA: Tarkett SEE, Willbrook Platinum Business & 
Convention Center, 172-176 Bucharest - Ploiest Road, Building “A”, 3rd floor, 013697 Bucharest, 
Sector 1 Romania, Phone: +40 21 224 0124, www.tarkett.ro BULGARIA: 23A Dragan Tsankov 
Blvd., office building Tetrix, floor 1, office 7, Sofia, Phone: +359 2 986 7988, www.tarkett.bg 
CROATIA: Tarkett SEE, Buzinski prilaz 10, 10 000 Zagreb, Phone: +385 98 385 194,  
www.tarkett.hr BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA: Tarkett SEE, Jovana Dučića 74, 78000 Banja Luka, 
Phone: +387 65 770 565, +387 65 402 221, www.tarkett.ba


